BEOWULF’S
GUIDE TO
MONSTER
KILLING

Weaponry
It is important that your weapons are extremely sharp
and deadly. But it is equally important that these
weapons are in good condition; they should be clean
from blood after each battle and they must have a
good grip so it is easier to fight. Swords, knives and
axes are the most important weapons as they have the
highest qualities.

Armour
Armour must be easy to move in and flexible so it is
more comfortable and easier to fight in. It is very
important that the armour is strong and sturdy so that
if you were to get hurt it would be less painful. Helmets
and bodysuits are the most required bits of armour as
a helmet will protect your head and a bodysuit will
protect your body from getting smashed.

Preparing for battle
To be prepared for battle you will need to have the
strength of ten men as that is the strength of the

Monster. As you may not succeed this time you will
need to say some goodbyes to friends and family
members. To keep strong and built you will need to
have supplies of food and drink with you but make sure
that grasping monster doesn’t take it!

Strategy
The strategy you do must be thought about carefully
whether it is hiding, surprise, ambush or stealth any of
these are the best. It is important that you have a good
sleep before the battle and really think about it.
Hiding- Hide in the bushes until she has turned around
then start to kill.
Surprise- Make her surprised when you jump and don’t
let her see you.
Ambush- Make the right move at the right time and
make sure you are in the right spot.
Stealth- Be silent before you start the battle.

Beasts you may encounter
There are many monsters around these days so you
never know what you could come across but in this
mighty battle you may encounter many appalling
monsters like Swamp hags, ten headed dogs, Cackle
back heads and Horseback man heads from the earth’s
core. Monsters have many weaknesses but these are
the key strengths and weaknesses
Strengths
Ten headed dogs speed
jumping
Cackle back
big
heads
cackling

Weaknesses
shadows

Horseback man big
heads
strong
ugly
Sea Hags
big

other monsters

-

Strong

sunlight

Taking care of yourself
Make sure that there is no danger anywhere around
you and if so move and take the battle to a safer place
to fight.
Once you are sure the monster is dead and it is not
pretending to be dead you can start to kill the next
monster but always remember its weaknesses and
strengths.
How to choose your battles and secure your rewards
Some monsters aren’t worth killing as they may not do
as much harm as other monsters so make sure to kill
the more fierce monsters first and then the others.
Your rewards are safe and secure so once this
horrendous battle is over you can receive your
rewards.
Thank you for reading my monster slaying guide and I
hope it has helped you.
By Beowulf/Milli

